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210. PL09

PLANNING / LBC

SOUTH ELEVATION
As Proposed, 1:1001

+30.00 Datum

FFL +32.48

FFL +35.16

FFL +32.17

FFL +34.61

Remove cement render from between
timber frame. Replace with insulation

and lime render over frame.

Remove cement render from
between timber frame.

Replace with insulation and
lime render over frame.

Re-roofed with slate with lead roll hips at 
slightly steeper pitch.  Add  painted 
cast-iron half-round gutters. 

Reinstate flue and
chimney pot

Add new window (WF09) and cast iron 
airbrick for background ventilation

FFL +32.49

FFL +34.89

Plain Tiles

Painted Brick

Painted
Brick

Repair deteriorating bricks and repaint. 
Re-render plinth. 

RenderBrick

New low-level red brick retaining wall
in place of existing steps

WEST ELEVATION
As Proposed, 1:1002

+30.00 Datum

FFL +32.48

FFL +35.16

Plain Tiles

Remove cement render and replace 
with breathable woodfibre insulation 
and  lime render over frame

Replace RWP

New hedge
New low-level red brick retaining wall 
(in place of ex'g steps)

Plain Tiles

FFL +32.74
FFL +33.10

Rendered Brick FFL +32.70

Reopen mullion window

New french doors in location of
former garage door opening

New
Conservation

Rooflight

New
Conservation

Rooflight

New painted cast iron
rainwater goods

New porchNew external windows and doors on
west elevation of north range

Lean-to
extension

NORTH ELEVATION
As Proposed, 1:1003

+30.00 Datum

FFL +32.48

FFL +35.16

New black flue (woodburning stove)

FFL +32.49

FFL +34.88

FFL +32.74
FFL +33.10

Slate

New kitchen extract and
boiler extract

New cast iron airbrick
(boiler combustion)

Render

Plain Tiles

Remove cement render and 
replace with lime render

Render
Render

Re-render with lime render

EAST ELEVATION
As Proposed, 1:1004

+30.00 Datum

Repair with lime render

FFL +34.61

FFL +32.17

FFL +34.60

FFL +32.47

FFL +35.01

FFL +32.73 FFL +32.74
FFL +33.10

Re-roofed with slate with lead roll hips.
Add painted cast-iron half-round gutters.

Soil vent pipe
(moved)

Replace extract

Remove external foul pipes currently
draining to combined surface/foul

system on east elevation.

Replace door (DG07), windows 
(WG16 & WG17), and pentice board

 New Conservation
Egress Rooflight

Replace extract

Add internal secondary glazing to
WG13, WG14, WG15

New cast iron airbrick
(combustion)

New cast iron airbrick
(background air)

New black flue (woodburning stove)

Plain Tiles

Rendered Brick

Remove damaged render over brickwork
and replace with lime render

SECTION A-A
As Proposed, 1:505

+32.00 Datum

FFL +35.01

FFL +32.73

BEDROOM 4

UTILITY BACK HALL

FFL +34.60

BACK
PORCH

Under- 
Stair Cup'd

DG09

Flat lead roof with painted cast 
iron gutters

RL04

RL01

FFL +32.70

Add breathable insulation below ex'g 
modern softwood rafters

Raise collars and add loft insulation

Egress Rooflight

Ceiling +2500 AFF

Add breathable woodfibre internal
wall insulation and lime plaster

GL +32.65
GL (Ex'g)

FFL +35.15
(Bath 3)

New insulated floor build-up

Reopen blocked opening

SECTION B-B
As Proposed, 1:506

+32.00 Datum

WG11

Ceiling +2210 AFF
(below Bath 3)

FFL +35.15
(Bath 3)

FFL +32.74GL (Ex'g) GL +32.70

WG14

Add breathable insulation below ex'g modern 
softwood rafters (below purlins)

Add breathable insulation between and below ex'g 
modern softweed rafters (above purlins)

Replaced timber collars

Add breathable 
woodfibre internal 
wall insulation 
and lime plasterAdd breathable woodfibre

internal wall insulation and
lime plaster

Add secondary glazing to
ex'g window

DG10DG11

Black woodburning
stove flue

New insulated ground floor build-up

Note: Refer to separate drawing for internal door details

Existing
Bread Oven

KITCHEN /
SITTING

= EXISTING STRUCTURE

= NEW BUILDING / ALTERATION
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SECTION KEY PLAN
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